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Abstract
We asked whether specific mesenchymal/epithelial (M/E) induction generates olfactory receptor
neurons (ORNs), vomeronasal neurons (VRNs) and gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH)
neurons—the major neuron classes associated with the olfactory epithelium (OE). To assess
specificity of M/E-mediated neurogenesis, we compared the influence of frontonasal mesenchyme
on frontonasal epithelium, which becomes the OE, with that of the forelimb bud. Despite
differences in position, morphogenetic and cytogenic capacity, both mesenchymal tissues support
neurogenesis, expression of several signaling molecules and neurogenic transcription factors in the
frontonasal epithelium. Only frontonasal mesenchyme, however, supports OE-specific patterning
and activity of a subset of signals and factors associated with OE differentiation. Moreover, only
appropriate pairing of frontonasal epithelial and mesenchymal partners yields ORNs, VRNs, and
GnRH neurons. Accordingly, the position and molecular identity of specialized frontonasal
epithelia and mesenchyme early in gestation and subsequent inductive interactions, specifies the
genesis and differentiation of peripheral chemosensory and neuroendocrine neurons.
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INTRODUCTION
The mesenchymal/epithelial (M/E) interactions that influence initial morphogenesis and
differentiation of the olfactory epithelium (OE) in mammals are similar to those seen in the
branchial arches, aortic arches and limb buds (LaMantia et al, 2000; Balmer & LaMantia,
2005; Bhattachyra & Bronner-Fraser, 2008). Induction at each site is accompanied by focal
accumulation of mesenchymal cells in register with distinct epithelial placodal thickenings.
Nevertheless, the genesis of peripheral chemosensory and neuroendocrine neurons from the
frontonasal epithelium distinguishes the frontonasal mass from M/E other sites. Our
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previous results indicate that neurogenesis does not occur in the frontonasal epithelium in
the absence of M/E interactions (LaMantia et al, 2000). Thus, we asked whether the capacity
of frontonasal epithelium and mesenchyme to generate chemoreceptive olfactory receptor
neurons (ORNs; Buck, 1996; Axel, 2005), phermone responsive vomeronasal neurons
(VRNs; Dulac, 2000) and gonadotropin releasing hormone neurons (GnRN neurons; Wray
et al, 1989; Schwanzel-Fukuda et al, 1989) that migrate from the OE to the hypothalamus to
regulate reproduction reflects olfactory-specific frontonasal M/E inductive interactions.

Appropriate OE morphogenesis and cellular differentiation depend upon expression and
activity of local signals that mediate M/E induction. These include: retinoic acid (RA;
LaMantia et al, 1993; Anchan et al, 1997; Whitesides et al, 1998), sonic hedgehog (Shh;
Balmer & LaMantia, 2004), bone morphogenetic proteins (especially Bmp4; Shou et al,
2000; LaMantia et al, 2000) and fibroblast growth factors (especially Fgf8; LaMantia et al,
2000; Bhasin et al, 2003; Kawauchi et al, 2005). These signals are also essential for M/E
regulation of branchial arch, heart, and limb development. Mutation of genes that regulate
each signaling pathway results in phenotypes at all sites, including the OE (reviewed by
Balmer & LaMantia, 2005). Recent evidence suggests that the olfactory placodal ectoderm
is specified within a broader cranial placodal domain quite early in development
(Bhattacharyya & Bronner-Fraser, 2008). The nearly complete derivation of the frontonasal
mesenchyme from the neural crest indicates that this mesenchyme may have distinct
inductive capacity (Yoshida et al, 2008). Furthermore, embryological manipulation of
epithelia and mesenchyme in the head suggests that local morphogenesis is largely
determined by the mesenchyme (Richman & Tickle, 1989). Nevertheless, expression of key
signals for OE differentiation, including Fgf8 and Bmp4, rely upon M/E interactions that
parallel those at multiple non-axial sites of M/E apposition including the limb bud (Bhasin et
al, 2003). Thus we asked whether frontonasal versus limb mesenchyme provides generic or
specific support for expression and activity of shared signals as well as target transcription
factors that facilitate musculo-skeletal and epidermal differentiation at each site or OE
neurogenesis (Calof et al, 2002; Mangalpus et al, 2004; Balmer & LaMantia, 2005).

We devised an in vitro variation of a classical embryological experimental approach to
exchange tissues from the embryonic mouse frontonasal mass and other sites of non-axial
M/E induction and evaluate specificity or flexibility of OE morphogenesis, patterning, and
neuronal differentiation. We focused on comparison of frontonasal and forelimb M/E
interactions because—despite parallels during early development—they represent clearly
distinct endpoints for morphogenesis and cellular differentiation. To fully assess neuronal
identity in the OE, we determined molecular, cellular and physiological properties of
neurons generated from frontonasal epithelium induced either by frontonasal or limb
mesenchyme. We found that a significant amount of molecular, cellular, and neuronal
differentiation in the OE can be supported by heterologous (i.e. limb) as well as homologous
(i.e. frontonasal) M/E interactions. Nevertheless, only frontonasal M/E induction supports
OE-characteristic patterning of a subset of local signaling molecules and transcription
factors, as well as genesis and differentiation of ORNs, VRNs and GnRH neurons.

RESULTS
Frontonasal and forelimb mesenchyme support neuronal differentiation in the
presumptive OE

At E9.0 in the mouse, there is little evidence of frontonasal epithelial thickening that defines
the olfactory placode at slightly later stages, and there is no detectable neuronal
differentiation (Figure 1A, upper box). Similarly, the forelimb bud is a slender,
undifferentiated protuberance from the mid-trunk (Figure 1A, lower box). Nevertheless,
each structure can be identified, microdissected and manipulated. We isolated frontonasal
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masses (Fn) and forelimb buds (Lb) from individual E9.0 embryos and separated the
mesenchymal (M) and epithelial (E) compartments. These tissues were then recombined
homologously (frontonasal epithelium with frontonasal mesenchyme: Fn:E/Fn:M; limb bud
epithelium with limb bud mesenchyme: Lb:E/Lb:M) or heterologously (Fn:E/Lb:M; Lb:E/
Fn:M), and grown for 48 hours in vitro, the time necessary for significant patterning and
differentiation to occur in OE and limb explants based upon our previous observations
(LaMantia et al, 2000; Bhasin et al, 2003).

Both Fn:E/Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants have an extensive epithelial placodal thickening
by the 2nd day in vitro (Figure 1C,D). In both cases there is no mixing of epithelial and
mesenchymal cells based upon recombination of M or E from indicator (ROSA26) and wild
type embryos (Figure 1C,D). Neuronal differentiation occurs in the Fn:E of both Fn:E/Fn:M
and Fn:E/Lb:M explants (Figure1E,F). In homologous Fn:E/Fn:M explants, however,
neurons are concentrated in the presumed medial aspect of the explant and neurites form a
coherent nerve as described previously (LaMantia et al, 2000). The position of these nascent
OE neurons parallels that in the OE in vivo around E11.5, when the first presumed ORNs
are seen in the medial OE (Whitesides & LaMantia, 1996; LaMantia et al, 2000). This
organization is not seen when Fn:E is induced by Lb:M; instead neurons are seen throughout
the placodal domain, with no apparent discontinuities in their distribution. Similar patterns
are seen in homologous versus heterologous explants labeled for NCAM and GAP43 (data
not shown), which also recognize early OE neurons (Calof & Chikaraishi, 1989; Verhaagen
et al, 1989). Thus, Fn:M and Lb:M support placodal morphogenesis and neurogenesis in
Fn:E; however, only Fn:M establishes the distribution of neurons and formation of an
apparent nerve associated with OE differentiation at similar stages of development (E11.5)
in vivo.

Limb mesenchyme has limited intrinsic capacity to support neurogenesis
These recombination experiments indicate that E9.0 Lb:M has previously unrecognized
potential to support neurogenesis. We therefore asked whether this capacity reflects an
intrinsic capacity of the Lb:M to support transient neural differentiation in Lb:E in vivo and
in vitro, or a property acquired due to signals from the frontonasal epithelium. We first
evaluated markers of neurogenesis in the apical ectodermal ridge (AER), the site of Fgf8
expression (Figure 2A) which resembles the initial OE placodal thickening of the
frontonasal mass. β-tubulin, a marker of initial neuronal differentiation (Figure 2B), as well
as Sox2 and NCAM (data not shown) are expressed transiently (from E9.5 to E11) in the
AER, in register with Fgf8, similar to the registration of Fgf8 and neurogenic regions in the
medial OE at similar stages (LaMantia et al, 2000; Kawauchi et al, 2005). This transient
neurogenesis and its relationship with local Fgf8 expression is maintained in an AER-like
structure in vitro when Lb:M is cultured with Lb:E (Figure 2C,D). Initial transient
neurogenesis may be partially due to some intrinsic neurogenic capacity in the Lb:E; β-
tubulin labeled cells are also seen in Lb:E/Fn:M explants (inset, Figure 2D). Neurogenesis in
the limb epithelium, however, relys upon mesenchymal signals; we do not find neurons in
Lb:E cultured in isolation (not shown). Thus, the initial capacity of Lb:M to support OE
neuronal differentiation may reflect some intrinsic capacity for maintenance of Fgf8
expression and transient neurogenesis in the ectoderm of the AER.

An additional hallmark of initial neuronal differentiation—including establishing a
permissive transcriptional state for expression of neuronal voltage gated Na+ channels and
other neurogenic genes—is local down-regulation of the neuronal gene silencing
transcription factor REST (Chong et al, 1995; Schoenherr & Anderson, 1995). By
E10.5-11.0 in the mouse, significant down-regulation of REST is seen throughout the central
nervous system, in peripheral ganglia, and in the frontonasal epithelium that becomes the
OE (Figure 2E, upper box). In contrast, there is no apparent down-regulation in the forelimb
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bud in vivo (Figure 2E, lower box). In Fn:E/Fn:M pairings, REST expression is substantially
diminished in the presumed medial aspect of the explant, likely in register with neuronal
differentiation (compare Figure 2F to Figure 1F). In Fn:E/Lb:M pairings, REST is down-
regulated in a broader region of the placodal domain with no detectable pattern (Figure 2G).
Such diminished expression is not seen when Fn:E is cultured without mesenchyme (data
not shown). In Lb:E/Lb:M and Lb:E/Fn:M pairings, REST does not appear to be down-
regulated in either epithelium or mesenchyme (Figure 2H,I). Thus, M/E interactions are
necessary for significant down-regulation of REST, and this mesenchymal capacity
apparently relies upon FnE signals that can modify heterologous mesenchyme like that from
the limb bud.

Frontonasal M/E interactions support distinct inductive signaling
Shared inductive signals: RA, Fgf8, Bmp4, and Shh, are associated with morphogenetic axes
that define M/E inductive mechanisms in the frontonasal mass and limb bud (reviewed by
Balmer & LaMantia, 2005). Thus, we asked whether local M/E interactions establish and
maintain region-specific expression and activity of these signals. The RA synthetic enzyme
Raldh2, associated with local RA sources in the frontonasal mass and limb bud (reviewed by
Rawson & LaMantia, 2006), is maintained in somewhat different patterns in Fn:E/FnM
versus Lb:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 3A,B). When Fn:E is recombined with Lb:M, Raldh2
expression resembles that in the limb bud, rather than the frontonasal mass; Raldh2
expression is diminished in extent, and is more diffuse (Figure 3C,D). In the presence of
Lb:E, Raldh2 expression in the Fn:M is greatly attenuated or absent (Figure 3D). Two
additional RA synthetic enzymes, Raldh1 and Raldh3 are expressed robustly in the
frontonasal mass (see also Bhasin et al, 2003), but hardly detected in the limb bud at E9 or
E11 (Figure 3E). Expression of these two genes relies upon the presence of Fn:E; expression
in Lb:E/Fn:M and Lb:E/Lb:M explants is diminished or absent, but maintained in Fn:E/
Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 3E). Similarly, homologous and heterologous
explants maintain Fgf8 and Bmp4 expression, as well as local mediators of Fgf and Bmp
signaling (Spry1, 2, and 4; Chord1, Grem, and Dan, respectively; Figure 3E). When Fn:E is
cultured with Lb:M, Fgf8 remains expressed in the epithelium (Figure 3F); however Lb:E/
Fn:M interactions do not support detectable expression (Figure 3G). Shh is maintained in
Fn:E by Lb:M (Figure 3H), but not detected in Lb:E induced by Fn:M. Apparently, Fn:M is
limited in its capacity to support Fgf8 and Shh expression beyond the context of Fn:E/Fn:M
interactions. Despite modest variations, there are no absolute differences in the capacity of
limb mesenchyme to establish or maintain expression of RA synthetic enzymes, Fgf8, Shh,
Bmp4 or several related signals in the presence of Fn:E versus Lb:E.

Multiple regulatory relationships are thought to exist between local M/E signals, and we
asked whether such relationships might be specific to frontonasal M/E inductive
interactions. We evaluated the capacity of Fgf8 to influence Bmp4 expression or activity,
since this regulatory interaction is thought to modulate neural induction generally in
neurogenic epithelia (Marchal et al, 2009), as well as digit formation in limb morphogenesis,
perhaps via gremlin antagonism (Verheyden & Sun, 2008). In the frontonasal mass, Bmp4 is
not expressed in mesenchyme, nor does Fgf8, normally available from the Fn:E, influence
Bmp4 expression in Fn:M (Figure 3J, K; n=3/3 pairs analyzed). In the limb, however, Fgfs,
including Fgf8, are known to regulate mesenchymal Bmp4 expression (Buckland et al,
1998). Accordingly, Fgf8 alone, independent of Lb:E, maintains Bmp4 in isolated Lb:M
(Figure 3L, M; n=3/3 pairs analyzed). The patterning of Bmp4, as well as its local regulation
by Fgf8, is specified by limb versus frontonasal M/E interactions. Patterns (Figure 3N-Q)
and significant differences in area of Bmp4 expression in homologous and heterologous
explants reflect limb versus frontonasal epithelial and mesenchymal identity (Figure 3R;
p≤0.01, Mann-Whitney, for each comparison, n=at least 5 explants/combination), as does
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the regulatory influence of additional signals. When Lb:M is paired with Fn:E, Fgf8
diminishes rather than enhances or maintains Bmp4 expression (Figure 3S). Thus,
frontonasal M/E interactions establish specific activity and expression levels of local signals
including Fgf8 and Bmp4 during initial OE differentiation.

Regulation of OE-associated transcription factors by frontonasal M/E interaction
Neuronal differentiation in the OE relies upon specific transcriptional regulation (reviewed
by Nicolay et al, 2006) as well as local signals. Thus, we asked whether multiple
transcription factors associated with OE neurogenesis are specifically induced or maintained
by frontonasal M/E interactions. Sox2 (Figure 4A,B), as well as Ascl1 (Figure 4C,D), Ngn1
(Figure 4E,F), and NeuroD (Figure 4G,H), are thought to be hierachically expressed in the
OE (Cau et al, 1997; Kawauchi et al, 2005). Sox2, Ascl1 and Ngn1 are expressed only in the
invaginated epithelium in homologous as well as heterologous M/E explants. Ascl1 and
Ngn1 labeling in the heterologously induced epithelia seemed to expand (compare
arrowheads in Figure 4C,D or 4E,F) suggesting that the pattern of these neurogenic bHLH
genes associated with neurogenesis in the medial OE might be altered by heterologous
induction (see also Figures 5, 6). Similarly, NeuroD, another neurogenic bHLH transcription
factor associated with Ascl1 and Ngn1 in the developing OE (Cau et al, 1997) is patterned in
the presumed medial aspect of whole Fn:E/Fn:M explants (Figure 4G, arrows), but seen
throughout the entire placodal domain in Fn:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 4H). Pax6, which is
associated with the placodal epithelium during initial morphogenesis and differentiating
non-neural cells thereafter (Grindley et al, 1995; Bhattachyra & Bronner-Fraser, 2008) is
maintained throughout the placodal domain of the Fn:E by either Fn:M or Lb:M (Figure
4I,J). In contrast, one well-established Fn:M selective transcription factor, Pax7 (Mansouri
et al, 1998) is only expressed when Fn:E is apposed to Fn:M (Figure 4K,L; see also
LaMantia et al, 2000). We evaluated M/E maintenance of expression of several other OE
associated transcription factors. Hes1, which is widely expressed in vivo, is maintained non-
specifically (Figure 4M). Hes5, thought to be regulated by Ascl1 and related bHLH genes in
the OE (Cau et al, 2002) is maintained in Fn:E regardless of mesenchyme identity; however,
Fn:M does not support Lb:E expression, nor is there substantial Hes5 in the fLB in vivo, or
in recombined Lb:E/Lb:M explants. Lhx2, which is associated with OE neuronal
differentiation (Kolterud et al, 2004), as well as limb patterning and morphogenesis (Tzchori
et al, 2009), is maintained regardless of M/E combination. In contrast, Ngn2, a bHLH factor,
excluded from the OE, absent from the limb buds, but expressed in the forebrain, is not
anomalously induced by any frontonasal or limb M/E combination. Similarly, transcription
factors seen primarily in the limb including Tbx5 and MyoD are seen only when limb
mesenchyme, a site of mesoderm-derived myogenic precursors, is present—regardless of the
epithelium. Thus, despite the maintenance of some aspects of Lb:M identity, the expression
of several transcription factors associated with OE neurogenesis in the frontonasal
epithelium can be supported by both Fn:M and Lb:M.

Induction and patterning in the nascent olfactory epithelium
Previous observations indicate that Sox2 is expressed in a lateral to medial gradient in the
early OE (Ellis et al, 2004; Kawauchi et al, 2005). In parallel, OE-associated neurogenic
bHLH genes are seen in the medial, but not lateral OE as it becomes distinct between E10
and E11 (Cau et al, 1997). Thus, we monitored differences in the capacity of different
mesenchymes to induce or pattern these transcriptional regulators in living explants where
the Fn:E was taken from either Sox2:eGFP knock-in allele (Ellis et al, 2004) or a
Ngn1prTg:eGFP transgene (Nakada et al, 2004). Sox2 is modestly and diffusely expressed in
the Fn:E at E9.0, based upon Sox2:eGFP signal in Fn:E after 1 hour in vitro (Figure 5A).
We monitored subsequent patterning of Fn:E by Fn:M or Lb:M in the same explant over a
48 hour period in vitro. By 24 hours, there is significant placodal restriction regardless of
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mesenchymal identity. Some patterning is seen in isolated Fn:E, but it is not as consistent or
distinct as that in recombined explants (compare Figure 5A with Figures 5B,C). The degree
of placodal restriction in Fn:E/Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants is similar over 24 and 48
hours, based upon area occupied by Sox2:eGFP fluorescence measured in the same live
explant (Figure 5D, E), with a linear, statistically significant decline in area of Sox2 signal
in both explant pairings (p≤0.009, n=9, Fn:E/Fn:M; p≤0.01, n=5, Fn:E/Lb:M; ANOVA).
The only difference was an apparently diminished gradient of Sox2:eGFP in the presumed
medial-lateral axis (compare insets, Figure 5B,C). Thus, Fn:M and Lb:M support Sox2
placodal patterning in the Fn:E; however, the Fn:M may be more effective in patterning the
presumed medial/lateral gradient.

We next asked whether Sox2 expression reflects the activity of RA, which may be
differentially available from lateral Fn:M where the synthetic enzyme Raldh2 is expressed
more robustly (see Figure 3A). We exposed Fn:E/Fn:M explants to exogenous RA (10−7M)
for 48 hours and compared the level of Sox2:eGFP fluorescence. Exogenous RA diminishes
Sox2:eGFP expression in Fn:E/Fn:M explants and eliminates the apparent lateral to medial
gradient (Figure 5F; n=6/6). Fgf8 has apparently antagonistic effects on RA signaling in the
OE (LaMantia et al, 2000; Bhasin et al, 2003), thus we asked whether Fgf8 enhances Sox2
expression. When Fgf8 concentrations are increased in Fn:E/Fn:M explants, Sox2
expression is consistently elevated across the entire placodal region (Figure 5G; n=4/6).
Thus, differences in local availability of RA and Fgf8 may modulate the medial/lateral Sox2
gradient in the nascent OE.

We used a transgenic mouse line engineered to express GFP under the control of elements in
the Ngn1 promoter (Ngn1prTg:eGFP; Nakada et al, 2004) to monitor the induction and
patterning of Ngn1—a neurogenic bHLH gene that is part of a hierarchy of transcription
factors associated with OE neurogenesis (Cau et al, 2002)—in living explants over time.
Ngn1prTg:eGFP is not seen in the Fn:E at E9.0 (Figure 6A), nor is it detected subsequently
in the isolated Fn:E. When cultured with either Fn:M or Lb:M within 24 hours there is
significant expression of Ngn1 in individual cells (Figure 6B,C, middle). This expression
becomes more pronounced by 48 hours (Figure 6B,C, right). There is a linear increase in the
number of Ngn1prTg:eGFP cells in both homologous and heterologous pairings (p≤0.001,
n=5, Fn:E/Fn:M; p ≤ 0.005, n=5, Fn:E/Lb:M; ANOVA). We noticed two distinctions,
however, between Fn:E/Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants. First, Fn:E/Fn:M explants have
more Ngn1prTg:eGFP cells (Figure 6D,E; p≤0.01;Mann-Whitney). Second, the distribution
of the Ngn1prTg:eGFP cells is more diffuse in the placodal domain in Fn:E/Lb:M explants
(compare insets in Figure 6F,G, right). Thus, although Fn:M and Lb:M induce Ngn1
expression in the same time frame, there are differences in the number and distribution of
Ngn1-expressing cells.

Frontonasal-specific expression and induction of Meis1
Meis transcription factors, including Meis1, are known to be expressed in the OE as well as
limb (Mercader et al, 1999; 2000; Toresson et al, 2000). Although not detected at E9.0 (not
shown), Meis1 has a distinct compartmental distribution at each site by E10: epithelial in the
OE, and mesenchymal in the Lb (Figure 7A,B). We asked whether the epithelial induction
and expression of Meis1 in the OE depends upon frontonasal M/E interactions. An apparent
lateral to medial expression gradient of Meis1 is maintained in the epithelium of Fn:E/Fn:M
explants (Figure 7C, top and bottom panels). This patterning most likely reflects induction
of Meis1, since we see no Meis1 in isolated Fn:E or Fn:M (Figure 7C, insets). In contrast,
Lb:E/Lb:M explants maintain the limb pattern of Meis1: there is expression in the presumed
proximal mesenchyme (Figure 7D top and bottom panels). This expression may not rely
exclusively upon M/E induction, since some Meis1 expression is seen in isolated Lb:M, but
not Lb:E (Figure 7D, insets). The Fn:E expression pattern of Meis1 is not maintained in the
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presence of Lb:M; instead, Meis1 expression shifts from the epithelium to the mesenchyme
(Figure 7E top and bottom panels). In the presence of Fn:M, however, Lb:E expresses high
levels of Meis1. Apparently, epithelial expression of Meis1—in Fn:E or other epithelia like
Lb:E—is specifically induced and patterned by the Fn:M.

Meis genes are thought to modulate RA and Fgf8 antagonism. Previous observations
(Mercader et al, 2000) suggest that Meis genes in the proximal limb, regulated by locally
produced RA (see Figure 3B), limit Fgf8 signaling to the distal limb mesenchyme.
Accordingly, we asked whether Meis might contribute to similar antagonism in the OE by
varying the levels of RA and Fgf8 and evaluating changes in Meis1 expression. As
expected, exogenous RA expands Meis1 expression in Lb:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 7F;
Mercader et al, 2000; n=4/4), while Fgf8 has no effect (data not shown). RA causes a similar
expansion of Meis1 expression in Fn:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 7G; n=4/4), and Fgf8 has no
detectable influence (data not shown). Finally, elevated RA’s influence on Meis1 expression
in the frontonasal mass in some ways resembles that in the limb—it causes widespread
mesenchymal expression; however, Meis1 expression in the Fn:E is lost (Figure 7H; n=7/7).
As at other sites, Fgf8 has no apparent influence on Meis1 expression in Fn:E/Fn:M explants
(not shown). Apparently, frontonasal M/E interactions establish a specific context for RA
regulation of Meis1. Elevated RA concentrations disrupt this specific frontonasal signaling
leading to the loss of epithelial expression of Meis1.

OE neuronal identity depends upon specific M/E interactions
Specificity of pattern, rather than expression, of several signaling molecules and
transcription factors in the frontonasal versus limb bud epithelium and mesenchyme raises a
fundamental question: Are such quantitative distinctions sufficient to specify the three
distinct classes of neurons generated from the nascent OE? Thus, we asked whether cells
with fundamental molecular, cellular and physiological characteristics of ORNs, VRNs and
GnRH neurons can be recognized only when Fn:E interacts with Fn:M. We first determined
whether two transcription factors, Fezf1—associated with ORN differentiation (Hirata et al,
2006; Watanabe et al, 2009)—and Fezf2—associated with VRN differentiation (Hirata et al,
2004)—are regulated by specific frontonasal M/E interaction. In the presence of Fn:M, there
is an apparent medial-lateral pattern of Fezf1 in the Fn:E (Figure 8A). This pattern is not
seen when Fn:E is recombined with Lb:M; instead, Fezf1 is expressed minimally and
ectopically in the mesenchyme (Figure 8B). In parallel with the limb bud in vivo (Hirata et
al, 2006), we do not detect Fezf1 in Lb:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 8C). Fezf2 is also
specifically patterned by Fn:E/Fn:M interactions, and seen in a limited region in the
presumed medial aspect of the explant OE (Figure 8D) similar to the vomeronasal domain in
vivo at E11.5. When Fn:E is induced by Lb:M, Fezf2, like Fezf1, shifts to the mesenchyme,
and there is no substantial patterning (Figure 8E). This distribution of Fezf2 resembles that
seen in Lb:E/Lb:M explants (Figure 8F). Thus, frontonasal M/E interactions specifically
pattern two transcription factors, Fezf1 and Fezf2 associated with ORN and VRN
differentiation.

To securely determine whether ORNs, VRNs and GnRH neurons are generated only by
frontonasal M/E interactions, we characterized the cellular, molecular and physiological
properties of neurons induced in the Fn:E by Fn:M versus Lb:M. Neurons in Fn:E/Lb:M
explants have neurites that neither form one coherent, well-fasiculated nerve, nor enter the
underlying mesenchyme (Figure 8G, H). Instead, these neurites have tortuous trajectories
and end in lamellate, highly branched growth cones (Figure 8I). The cell bodies have only a
single neurite—there is no suggestion of dendritic versus axonal processes (Figure 8J,K).
Finally, although these cells have voltage activated Ca++ conductances found widely in
neurons (Figure 8L), they lack other excitable properties seen in ORNs at this embryonic
stage (see below). In contrast, when Fn:E is induced by Fn:M, neurons in the presumed OE,
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labeled by the Ngn1pr:eGFP transgene, are clustered together in the apparent medial region,
and give rise to a single well-fasiculated nerve (Figure 8M-K). These cells have
morphological hallmarks of ORNs and VRNs in vivo at E11.5: a single dendrite ends in a
nascent dendritic knob, and a single axon extends toward the basal lamina to exit into the
mesenchyme (Figure 8N). A subset of these cells can be labeled on their surfaces with
antisera against the TrpC2 channel (Figure 8O), which is seen primarily in VRNs (Stowers
et al, 2002). The fasciculated nerve is populated with migratory cells (Figure 8P), as is the
case in vivo (where the combination of axons and migrating cells is referred to as the
migratory mass). In vivo, some of the cells in migratory mass at this time are GnRH neurons
en route through the mesenchyme, to the basal forebrain toward their final target in the
hypothalamus (Schwanzel-Fukuda and Pfaff, 1988; Wray, 1988). Similarly, a subset of cells
within the presumed migratory mass in Fn:E/Fn:M explants can be labeled for GnRH
(Figure 8Q; 17/35 explants); this is not the case for Fn:E/Lb:M explants (see Figure 8K;
2/12 explants had one faintly labeled cell with no relationship to the placodal domain or
neurites).

Finally, neurons within the presumed OE in Fn:E/Fn:M explants have age-appropriate
physiological characteristics: voltage activated TTX-sensitive Na+ channels (n=33/63 cells
recorded; Figure 8T). We did not find similar Na+ conductances in Fn:E/Lb:M explants
(very small, <2pA, inward currents seen in 3/28 cells). In the Fn:E/FnM explants, the Na+

channels apparently have sufficient conductance to support the generation of action
potentials (action potentials seen in 10/19 cells tested Figure 8U) which is unique to ORNs
compared to other special sensory receptor cells (i.e. photoreceptors, auditory, and vestibular
hair cells). We did not detect action potentials in cells with Ca++ conductances found in
Fn:E/Lb:M explants (n=0/28 cells recorded). Thus, despite a significant amount of shared
inductive capacity, only Fn:M is capable of inducing the differentiation of cells with age-
appropriate properties of ORNs, VRNs, and GnRH neurons in the Fn:E.

DISCUSSION
Non-axial M/E induction seen in the frontonasal mass and limbs is apparently a singular
mechanism modified in the anterior-posterior axis to facilitate distinct differentiation
programs. Mesenchymal cells with disparate origins share the capacity to induce or maintain
several inductive signals and transcription factors seen normally in the frontonasal
epithelium, and to support initial, generic, neurogenesis in the OE. Nevertheless, only
frontonasal mesenchyme facilitates appropriate expression or activity of a subset of OE-
associated signals and transcription factors including Raldh2, Fgf8, Bmp4, Meis1, Fezf1 and
Fezf2, as well as acquisition of key cellular, molecular, and physiological properties of the
three major neuron classes derived from the nascent OE: ORNs, VRNs, and GnRH neurons
(Figure 9). Thus, frontonasal M/E interactions are specifically adapted from a generic non-
axial M/E inductive mechanism either to define OE neural progenitors or limit newly post-
mitotic OE neurons to chemosensory or neuroendocrine identity and function.

A novel approach for studying ORN differentiation in vitro
We took advantage of the accessibility of M/E co-cultures, often used to evaluate initial
induction and patterning (Vainio et al, 1993; Neubeusser et al, 1997; Dassule & McMahon,
1998; LaMantia et al, 2000; Bhasin et al, 2003) to study the initial specification of peripheral
chemosensory and neuroendocrine neuron differentiation in the nascent OE. Removal or
relocation of tissues has been an essential experimental approach for understanding
specificity of induction and differentiation in accessible embryos for nearly a century
(reviewed by Saunders et al, 1976; Hamburger, 1988; LeDourain et al, 1997; Fernandez-
Teran et al, 1999; Landmesser, 2001); however, even the most sophisticated intrauterine
imaging and manipulation (e.g. Gaiano et al, 1999) is not likely to facilitate consistent,
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successful extirpation or translocation of frontonasal tissue, which give rise to the OE, in
intact mammalian embryos. Our in vitro approach circumvents these limitations, and we
found that it is possible to assess molecular, cellular and functional differentiation of ORNs,
VRNs, and GnRH neurons in vitro, using M/E explant cultures. Critical aspects of signaling
and patterning are preserved in our explants, and definitive molecular, cellular and
physiological properties are recapitulated.

Of the 33 signaling molecules, transcription factors and differentiation markers we analyzed,
all were detected in our in vitro explants in parallel with their in vivo expression. Indeed, the
degree of ORN differentiation seen in frontonasal M/E explants is far greater than that
reported for odontogenic cells in branchial arches, or cartilage, muscle and bone in limb
buds in vitro (reviewed by Fernandez-Teran et al, 1999; Hay, 2005; Modino & Sharpe,
2005). By varying M/E interactions specifically and reproducibly alter signaling and
transcriptional regulation, we elicit tissue specific (i.e. M or E) loss or gain of expression
(and presumably function) of transcription factors like Meis1, Fezf1 and Fezf2 that may be
critical for ORN VRN, or GnRH neurogenesis or differentiation. It is unlikely that such
mechanistic experiments on local induction could be easily accomplished using current
genetic methods. Thus, our in vitro approach permits analysis of induction critical for
molecular, cellular and functional differentiation of peripheral chemosensory and
neuroendocrine neurons.

Parallel and divergent M/E identities influence OE induction
We found that mesenchyme and epithelium from the frontonasal mass versus limb bud has
significant shared capacity for induction and differentiation, suggesting parallel mechanisms
for M/E induction at diverse non-axial sites (Figure 9). Our data indicates that non-axial
mesenchyme in the frontonasal mass and forelimb between E9 and E11 is either inductively
similar or remarkably plastic despite distinct anterior-posterior (A-P) position and divergent
levels of derivation from neural crest (Lumsden, 1988; Richman & Tickle, 1989; Serbedzija
et al, 1992; Osumi-Yamashita et al, 1994; Prince & Lumsden 1994; Yoshida et al, 2008).
When recombined with Fn:E, limb mesenchyme supports parallel expression and patterning
of local signals and transcription factors associated with OE neurogenesis. In fact, limb
mesenchyme transiently supports some aspects of neurogenesis or differentiation in the limb
epithelium itself. Thus, a significant amount of parallel capacity for induction and
differentiation is established quite early during development and retained by epithelia and
mesenchyme at divergent sites of non-axial M/E interaction, independent of additional
anterior posterior specification and differences in mesodermal versus neural crest origin.

Mesenchyme and epithelia at M/E sites like the frontonasal mass and limb, once established,
seem to retain much of their identity. Thus, despite the presence of Fn:E, Lb:M uniquely
expresses Tbx5 and MyoD, maintains its own pattern of Raldh2 and Meis1, and does not
express Pax7. These distinctions may help explain—or at least provide evidence for—
differences in the capacity of Lb:M versus Fn:M to support generic neurogenesis versus
ORN, VRN and GnRH neuronal differntiation. The available data, however, does not
resolve the contribution of these genes. MyoD, coupled with Myf5, seems necessary for
genesis of skeletal muscle from mesodermal precursors in the trunk and limbs, but not from
neural crest precursors in the head (reviewed by Arnold & Braun, 1996). There are no
reported cranial or nasal phenotypes in Tbx5 mutants, which lack forelimbs (Rallis et al,
2003). Raldh2 constitutive loss of function is lethal prior to extensive OE morphogenesis
(Niederreither et al, 1999). Meis1 null embryos have no identifiable OE phenotypes, perhaps
due to functional redundancy (Hisa et al, 2004), and the OE in Pax7 mutants is apparently
normal (Mansouri et al, 1998). Thus, while expression of these genes suggests distinct
identities of frontonasal versus limb mesenchyme, additional factors are likely to be critical
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for specific inductive capacities, including that of limb mesenchyme for primarily musculo-
skeletal development, and frontonasal mesenchyme for OE neuronal differentiation.

The epithelium at each M/E site possesses some identity that establishes signaling and
differentiation capacity in adjacent mesenchyme (see also Richman & Tickle, 1989; 1992).
Fn:E alone induces expression of Pax7 in Fn:M (see also LaMantia et al, 2000). This
suggests that cranial neural crest, which expresses Pax7 at high levels (Mansouri et al, 1998)
relies upon signals from the Fn:E to maintain some aspects of its identity (see also
Bhattachyra & Bronner-Fraser, 2009). Fgf8 from the frontonasal versus limb epithelium has
distinct effects on expression of Bmp4 in adjacent mesenchyme: In the limb, epithelial Fgf8
promotes mesenchymal Bmp4 expression and patterning, while in the frontonasal mass,
epithelial Fgf8 has no influence on Bmp4. Fn:E apparently regulates this lack of Fgf8
responsiveness, since in the presence of Fn:E, Fgf8 regulation of Bmp4 is diminished in
Lb:M. These differences may underlie frontonasal specific modulation of Bmp4 levels that
influence bHLH gene activity and survival of OE neurogenic precursors or newly generated
neurons. Lower concentrations of Bmp4 maintain Ascl1, downstream bHLH gene
expression, and facilitate OE neurogenesis (Shou et al, 1999; 2000; LaMantia et al, 2000). A
distinct context of Fgf8 signaling established by the Fn:E may maintain appropriately low
Bmp4 levels and thus facilitate subsequent neurogenesis. Indeed, we find more
Ngn1prTg:eGFP expressing cells in Fn:E/Fn:M than Fn:E/Lb:M explants, in parallel with
differing Bmp concentrations. Thus, epithelia may establish or maintain distinct inductive
signaling from adjacent mesenchyme—including Fn:E signals that support Fn:M’s ability to
specify appropriate numbers or identity of ORNs, VRNs, and GnRH neurons.

Inductive Specificity and OE neuronal differentiation
We found that OE neurons acquire characteristic molecular and cellular properties only
when induced by frontonasal M/E interactions (Figure 9). Appropriate expression levels and
patterns of two transcription factors associated with ORN and VRN differentiation, Fezf1
and Fezf2 (Hirata et al, 2004, 2006; Watanabe et al, 2009), are only supported by Fn:M.
Similarly, ORNs and VRNs, like photoreceptors and hair cells, acquire a distinctive
polarized morphology—including a single apical process and nascent cilia, which eventually
will serve as the site for signal transduction—central for their function (reviewed by Barald
& Kelley, 2004; Malicki, 2004) only in the context of frontonasal M/E interaction. The
acquisition of key OE cellular features is apparently independent of specific expression of
Ascl1 or other bHLH factors including Ngn1 and NeuroD (Guillemot et al, 1993; Cau et al,
2002), as well as Pax6 (Grindley et al, 1995; Davis & Reed, 1996; Anchan et al, 1997).
Lb:M induces or maintains these factors in Fn:E without eliciting differentiation of ORNs,
VRNs, or GnRH neurons. Fn:M also provides a uniquely supportive territory for
fasciculation of pioneering ORN/VRN axons, as well as their coalescence with placode-
derived cells into a migratory mass. Apparently, Fn:M has the capacity to provide either
appropriate signals, or local adhesion cues including semaphorins (Schwarting et al, 2000),
and other adhesion molecules (Whitesides & LaMantia, 1996) necessary for olfactory nerve
formation. Clearly, frontonasal M/E interactions establish key OE cellular features that are
correlated with odorant transduction, neuronal migration, and relay of signals to the CNS.
Nevertheless, the capacity of these interactions to influence odorant/pheromone receptor
expression and signal transduction in fully functional ORNs or VRNs, or appropriate
targeting and differentiation of GnRH neurons in the hypothalamus, remains to be
determined.

M/E induction specifies OE neuron physiological characteristics
Frontonasal M/E interactions induce essential functional properties of the earliest ORNs and
VRNs—differential expression of TrpC2 channels that distinguish VRNs (Stowers et al.
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2002), transient inward Na+ currents and the ability to generate action potentials (Figure 9).
This represents the first report of acquisition of such physiological properties in neurons
generated in vitro from undifferentiated embryonic epithelial precursors. The TTX
sensitivity of the Na+ currents is similar to that in other immature neurons (Yoshida, 1994).
Accordingly, it is unlikely that these neurons are terminally differentiated ORNs or VRNs.
Acquisition of additional functional properties, including expression of odorant receptors,
cyclic nucleotide gated channels, and ORN-associated G-proteins may depend upon
systemic or target derived signals unavailable in our explant cultures (in vivo these genes
appear around E15). Nevertheless, among special peripheral sensory neurons
(photoreceptors, hair cells, ORNs and VRNs), TTX sensitive Na+ currents and the parallel
generation of action potentials is seen only in ORNs and VRNs. Our results show clearly
that frontonasal M/E induction accounts for this characteristic feature of peripheral
chemosensory receptor neurons.

Consistent with some shared neuronal inductive capacity of mesenchyme, voltage regulated
Ca++ and K+ currents are established in the presence of limb mesenchyme. These currents
may influence general aspects of neuronal maturation including axon outgrowth and growth
cone motility (Spitzer and Ribera, 1998); however, they are not sufficient to establish
appropriate ORN/VRN morphology, dendritic differentiation, axonal growth or excitable
properties. The dissociation of developing Na+ currents and action potentials from Ca++ and
K+ currents suggests that integrated physiological properties in some nascent peripheral
neurons are not acquired through a single linear developmental mechanism. Apparently, a
subset of essential physiological properties of ORNs or VRNs are either intrinsic to
ectodermal/epithelial precursors from an early time (we do not see Ca++ currents in
mesenchyme; data not shown), or supported by general M/E interactions while others—
including expression of TrpC2 and TTX-sensitive Na+ channels as well as the ability to
relay signals to the CNS via action potentials—depend upon specific frontonasal M/E
induction.

Transcriptional Codes and Specific Induction of ORNs, VRNs, and GnRH neurons
We found that M/E mediated expression in the Fn:E of Ascl1, Ngn1, and NeuroD,
associated with a proposed sequential transcription code for ORNs (Guillemot et al, 1993;
Cau et al, 1997; 2002; Calof et al, 2002; Manglapus et al, 2004) is not sufficient to establish
key cytological, molecular and functional ORN properties. Mesenchyme from heterologous
sites induces or maintains these bHLH factors in frontonasal epithelial cells with neuronal
properties; nevertheless, such heterologously induced neurons do not acquire ORN
characteristics. Our data does not preclude a general role for Ascl1, Ngn1 and NeuroD in
neuronal maturation or expansion of ORN numbers, despite an apparently negligible
contribution to ORN identity. The high degree of differentiation in an apparently small
number of early-generated ORNs in Ascl1−/− mice (Guillemot et al, 1993; Cau et al, 1997),
accords well with this conclusion. It is possible that the bHLH factors influence transit
amplifying neurogenic precursor populations in concert with local signals, including Fgfs
and TGFb family members (Kawauchi et al, 2005). Nevertheless, transcriptional regulation
critical for ORN identity requires specific frontonasal M/E interactions that precede or
super-cede induction and activity of Ascl1, Ngn1, and NeuroD.

Our current results suggest that maintenance of Sox2 gradients as well as induction of Meis1
in the OE is specified by frontonasal M/E interactions. This suggests that graded Sox2 or
local Meis1 function may contribute to the establishment of OE specific progenitors, or the
differentiation of ORNs, VRNs, or GnRH neurons. Sox2 is the primary SoxB1 factor
expressed in the OE (Ellis et al, 2004). The obligate function of Sox2 for progression of
retinal progenitors to ganglion cell fates suggests that Sox2 may contribute to OE neuronal
differentiation (Tarranova et al, 2006). The known function of Meis1—establishing a
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transcriptional context, perhaps via interaction with Pbx factors, that favors particular cell
fates (reviewed by Sagerstrom, 2004)—also suggests a contribution to OE lineages, perhaps
by modulation of precursor capacity or identity. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that Meis1
influences retinal ganglion cell differentiation (Heine et al, 2008). RA regulates Meis1 in a
variety of contexts (Mercader et al, 2000, 2005; Qin et al, 2002) and our results indicate that
RA signaling can differentially influence Meis1 expression in the OE versus limb. It remains
to be determined if RA-dependent mesenchymal induction of Meis1-expressing cells in the
OE is a singular necessity for ORN genesis. Our recent evidence (Tucker et al, 2010,
submitted) suggests that the Meis1 cells in the OE cells are slowly-dividing, self-renewing
precursors capable of giving rise to multiple classes of OE neurons.

Common Tools, different uses: specificity in ORN induction
ORN specification via quantitative and positional variation of shared molecules raises a
central question: are there any unique molecular determinants? The number of signals,
transcription factors, and differentiation markers shared by olfactory primordia and limbs—
in this report alone, we show common expression and partially parallel regulation of over 30
genes—is a striking feature of these apparently divergent M/E inductive sites. Given this
high degree of similarity, one can fairly ask how do distinctive cell types, including ORNs,
VRNs, and GnRH neurons acquire unique features? Our results do not preclude the
existence of novel signaling molecules that induce peripheral chemosensory and
neuroendocrine neurons. Nevertheless, our data demonstrate a distinct molecular mechanism
for specificity: quantitative differences in expression, localization, and regulation of
common determinants by distinct tissue compartments. This strategy may be used
throughout the embryo, as well as in the adult peripheral and central olfactory pathway
where stem cells retain the ability to generate different classes of neurons despite many
molecular similarities (Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, 2004; Muotri & Gage, 2006). If this is the
case, ex vivo generation of cytologically and functionally distinct neurons from multipotent
stem cells is likely to be even more challenging than currently expected.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals

Embryos were harvested from timed-pregnant mothers maintained by the Department of
Laboratory Animal Medicine at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill or the
Animal Care Facility of the Monell Chemical Senses Center. Rosa26, Sox2:eGFP (Ellis et
al, 2004) and Ngn1prTg:eGFP (gift of J.E. Johnson; Nakada et al, 2004) indicators were bred
into CF-1 females from homozygous (Rosa26, Ngn1) or heterozygous (Sox2) males. Mother
mice were sacrificed by rapid cervical dislocation, and embryos immediately dissected for
culture or molecular analysis. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC)
of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill or the Monell Chemical Senses Center
approved all procedures.

Explant Cultures
E9.0 frontonasal masses and forelimb buds and were dissected and layers separated as
described previously (LaMantia et al, 2000; Bhasin et al, 2003). For homologous explants
(Fn:E/Fn:M; Lb:E/Lb:M), layers were immediately reapposed; for heterologous explants
(Fn:E/Lb:M; Lb:E/Fn:M), layers were exchanged. All explants were cultured under 95% air/
5%CO2 at 37°C for 48 hours, with fresh medium after 24 hours. For Rosa26, Sox2 and
Ngn1 indicator lines, epithelium was from a transgenic donor (confirmed by β-gal or
fluorescence) and mesenchyme from a +/+ donor from a parallel litter. RA (10−7M) and
Fgf8 (100ng/ml) were added to media at the outset of the culture period. Except where noted
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otherwise, we confirmed consistency of all markers analyzed in at least three sets of explants
from embryos from different litters.

Live imaging
At 1, 24, and 48 hours, individual Sox2:eGFP and Ngn1prTg:eGFP explants were removed
briefly from the incubator and transferred to a Leica DMIRB inverted fluorescent
microscope with a SPOT-RT color digital camera. Each explant was illuminated briefly with
low-level incandescent light to obtain a bright field image, then briefly for fluorescence
imaging, and returned immediately to the incubator. Consistent detection thresholds were set
to quantify GFP area or cell numbers in fluorescence images from each time point.
Brightfield and fluorescent images were superimposed using Adobe Photoshop to
simultaneously visualize explant boundaries and transgene expression.

Immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization
Whole explants were fixed and prepared for antibody labeling or in situ hybridization as
described previously (LaMantia et al, 2000; Bhasin et al, 2003). In addition, subsets were
fixed in 2.5% paraformaldehyde/4% sucrose in 0.1M NaPO4 buffer (pH 7.4), cryoprotected
removed from the filter in a drop of agar/sucrose, positioned in an embedding mold,
surrounded by additional agar, immersed in cryoembedding media, and frozen in liquid
nitrogen-cooled 2-Methylbutane for cryosectioning. These blocks were sectioned at 15μm,
and sections immunostained as described above. Images for illustration and quantification
were obtained using a Leica DMR epifluorescence microscope or a Zeiss LSM510
multiphoton laser confocal microscope.

RT-PCR and qPCR
mRNA from whole E9.0 and 11.0 rapidly dissected embryo parts pooled from an entire litter
or combined sets of 6 explants of a particular type (e.g. Fn:E/Fn:M) was extracted using
Trizol (Gibco), DNAse treated, and reverse transcribed using standard protocols. cDNA
concentrations were standardized using competitive quantitative PCR for β-actin. Primers
were designed with PrimerDesign software (supplemental material) and validated by
sequencing amplicons from E11.5 whole embryo cDNAs. 3-5 separate pooled sets of
embryos or explant samples were probed for each gene. Quantitative PCR was carried out
using Taqman qPCR (ABI) with primers designed using ABI Primer Express software.

Physiological Recording
Explants were transferred from filters to collagen-coated glass coverslips, and then mounted
in a flow-through recording chamber on an inverted microscope. Perforated patch recordings
were performed with gramicidin as the ionophore (Lischka et al., 1999) using borosilicate
pipettes (Kimax 51). Pipettes were filled with (concentration in mM) KCl 36, K-aspartate
110, CaCl2 1, MgCl2 1, HEPES 10. pH was adjusted with 1M KOH to 7.2, and solutions
were approximately 300 mOsmol. The bath solution was NaCl 145, KCl 5, CaCl2 1, MgCl2
1, Na-pyruvate 1, HEPES 20, approx. 320 mOsmol, pH adjusted with 1M NaOH to 7.2.
Only cells exhibiting stable outward currents were analyzed. In a subset of cells with stable
inward currents, Cascade blue (Molecular Probes, Eugene OR) included in the pipette,
diffused into the cell during recording. These explants were imaged using a Leica TCS SP2
Spectral Confocal Microscope.
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Figure 1.
M/E induction supports neuronal differentiation. A) An E9.0 embryo, labeled for β-tubulin,
a marker for early differentiating neurons, showing sites of initial neuronal differentiation
including the hindbrain (hb), spinal cord (sc), telencephalon, and frontonasal region (Fn;
box), but not the forelimb bud (Lb; box). B) The schematic shows in vitro “swapping” of
frontonasal (Fn) and forelimb bud (Lb) epithelium (E) and mesenchyme (M). C,D) There is
no cell migration between mesenchyme and presumed olfactory epithelium (pOE) in Fn:E/
Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants. ROSA26/β-galactosidase (β-gal) labels mesenchyme blue,
and wild type epithelium is unlabeled. E) In Fn:E/Fn:M explants of E9.0 tissue cultured for
48 hours, β-tubulin labeled cells are seen in the presumed medial OE (labeled cells left of
arrows) and their processes (arrowheads) form a coherent nerve that corresponds,
presumably, to the olfactory nerve in vivo (pON). F) In Fn:E/Lb:M explants, β-tubulin
labels cells are seen throughout the entire placodal region (pOE), and their apparent
processes surround the explant periphery.
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Figure 2.
Intrinsic and induced neural inductive capacities of limb mesenchyme. A) Fgf8 and B) β-
tubulin are expressed in the apical ectodermal ridge (aer, arrows) of the E 11.5 forelimb bud.
C) Fgf8 and D) β-tubulin are maintained in a more limited aer-like region (arrowheads) in
Lb:E/Lb:M explants. D) Inset: β-tubulin is expressed in Lb:E/Fn:M explants. E) By E10.5
(and thereafter), the neural gene silencing transcription factor REST is down-regulated at
sites of neurogenesis throughout the CNS including the hindbrain (hb) and spinal cord (sc).
There is diminished expression in the frontonasal mass (Fn, box), but not in the forelimb bud
(Lb, box). F) In Fn:E/Fn:M explants, REST is down-regulated in the medial OE (arrows). G)
In Fn:E/Lb:M explants, REST is down-regulated in the placodalized epithelium. H) In Lb:E/
Lb:M and I) Lb:E/Fn:M explants, REST is maintained.
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Figure 3.
Distinct regulation of M/E inductive signals in frontonasal mass versus forelimb bud. A) In
Fn:E/Fn:M explants, Raldh2, detected immunohistochemically, is seen throughout the
presumed lateral frontonasal mesenchyme, as it is in vivo. B) In Lb:E/Lb:M, Raldh2 is
limited to the presumed proximal mesenchyme, enhanced at the presumed dorsal and ventral
margins (arrows). C) The pattern of Raldh2 in Fn:E/Lb:M explants resembles more closely
that in Lb:E/Lb:M explants. D) Very little Raldh2 is detected in Lb:E/Fn:M explants. E) RT-
PCR expression analysis of additional M/E signaling molecules and associated regulators in
E9.0 and E11.0 embryos, as well as microdissected frontonasal mass/forebrain (Fn/Fb) and
forelimb bud (fLB). Expression of the same molecules is evaluated in the four different M/E
explant combinations. F) Epithelial expression of Fgf8, detected by in situ hybridization, is
retained in Fn:E/Lb:M explants. G) Little specific labeling for Fgf8 is seen in Lb:E/Fn:M
explants. H) Shh is maintained in the Fn:E in the presence of Lb:M. I) Shh is not detected in
Lb:E/Fn:M explants. J) Bmp4 is not expressed in isolated frontonasal mesenchyme. K)
Fgf8b does not restore Bmp4 expression in isolated frontonasal mesenchyme. L) Bmp4 is
not expressed in isolated forelimb bud mesenchyme. M) Fgf8b restores Bmp4 expression in
isolated limb bud mesenchyme. N) Frontonasal mesenchymal expression of Bmp4 in Fn:E/
Fn:M explants. O) Bmp4 expression pattern in Lb:E/Lb:M explants. P) In Fn:E/Lb:M
explants, Bmp4 expression domain appears larger and more diffuse than in Fn:E/Fn:M
explants. Q) Minimal Bmp4 expression in Lb:E/Fn:M explants. R) Quantification of Bmp4
expression area. Asterisks indicate significant differences (p≤0.01, Mann-Whitney). S)
qPCR measurement of Bmp4 mRNA in explants (n=3 pooled sets) and in response to
exogenous Fgf8 (n=4 pooled sets). Brackets and asterisks indicate significant differences
(Fn:E/Fn:M:FnE/Lb:M, p≤0.025; Fn:E/Fn:M:Lb:E/Lb:M, p≤0.005; Fn:E/Lb:M Fn:E/Lb:M
+Fgf8b, p≤0.027, T-tests).
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Figure 4.
Differential M/E regulation of OE-associated transcription factors. Expression of Sox2,
Ascl1, and Ngn1, detected immunohistochemically in sectioned Fn:E/Fn:M (A, C, E) and
Fn:E/Lb:M (B, D, F) explants. Arrowheads in (C),(D),(E), and (F) indicate differences in
extent of labeled cells in homologous versus heterologous explants. G, H) NeuroD
visualized using in situ hybridization in Fn:E/Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants. Arrows in (G)
indicate the enhanced labeling in the presumed medial aspect of the explant. I, J) Pax6 is
detected immunohistochemically in whole Fn:E/Fn:M and Fn:E/Lb:M explants. K,L) Pax7,
labeled immunohistochemically, is detected in Fn:E/Fn:M explants, but not in Fn:E/Lb:M
explants. M) RT-PCR detection of Notch related transcription factors Hes1 and Hes5, OE-
selective Lhx2, forebrain-selective Ngn2, and limb-selective Tbx5 and MyoD in whole E9.0
and 11.0 embryos, dissected frontonasal mass/forebrain (Fn/Fb) and dissected forelimb bud
(fLb) from E9.0 and 11.0 embryos.
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Figure 5: Patterning of Sox2 in Fn:E by Fn:M and Lb:M. Individual living explants from
donor embryos carrying a Sox2:eGFP allele with or without +/+ mesenchyme imaged
successively at 1, 24, and 48 hours after dissection. Fluorescence images for each explant
have been superimposed upon with bright-field phase images. A) Isolated Fn:E has diffuse
expression of Sox2:eGFP, that is maintained, with some increase in intensity and some local
restriction, over the 48 hour culture period. B) Sox2:eGFP expression is progressively
limited to a placodal domain and patterned in a presumed medial lateral gradient in Fn:E/
Fn:M explants over 48 hours in vitro. A single explant is shown, imaged at 1, 24, and 48
hours after dissection. C) Sox2:eGFP expression is progressively limited to a placodal
domain in Fn:E/Lb:M explants. Although present, the Sox2 gradient does not appear as
distinct when Fn:E is induced by Lb:M. D) Sox2:eGFP signal area as a percentage of total
explant area. There is an equivalent, linear, statistically significant decline in area of Sox2
signal in both explant pairings (p≤0.009, n=9, Fn:E/Fn:M; p<0.01, n=5, Fn:E/Lb:M;
ANOVA). F) Retinoic Acid (RA) suppresses Sox2:eGFP expression in Fn:E/Fn:M explants.
G) Fgf8b expands Sox2 expression (detected immunohistochemically) in Fn:E/Fn:M
explants.
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Figure 6.
Induction and patterning of Ngn1 in Fn:E by Fn:M and Lb:M. Fb:E is dissected from
Ngn1prTg:eGFP E9.0 embryos, and recombined with Fn:M or Lb:M from +/+ E9.0
embryos. Explants have been imaged at 1, 24, and 48 hours after dissection. A) A single
Fn:E explant has been imaged at 1, 24 and 48 hours. Ngn1prTg:eGFP is not expressed in
Fn:E in the absence of mesenchyme over the 48 hour culture period. B) A single Fn:E/Fn:M
explant has been imaged at 1, 24, and 48 hours. Ngn1prTg:eGFP is induced and expressed in
Fn:E cells concentrated in the apparent medial aspect of the explant over 48 hours in vitro.
The inset at right shows the dense accumulation of Ngn1prTg:eGFP cells in the presumed
medial aspect of the explant. C) A single Fn:E/Lb:M explant has been imaged at 1, 24, and
48 hours. Lb:M also induces Ngn1prTg:eGFP expression in cells within the Fn:E. The inset
at right shows that the distribution of these cells, however, is more diffuse than in Fn:E/
Fn:M explants. D) Numbers of Ngn1pr:eGFP cells increase significantly in Fn:E/Fn:M and
Fn:E/Lb:M explants over time (p≤0.001, n=5, Fn:E/Fn:M; p ≤ 0.005, n=5, Fn:E/Lb:M;
ANOVA); however, there are significantly more Ngn1pr:eGFP cells in Fn:E/Fn:M explants
at 48 hours (p≤0.01;Mann-Whitney).
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Figure 7.
Frontonasal M/E induction specifies epithelial expression of Meis1. A.) Meis1 is expressed
in the lateral frontonasal epithelium (fnm, left), and B.) in the proximal forelimb
mesenchyme (flb, right) at E10. C.) Fn:E/Fn:M interactions recapitulate in vivo Meis1
expression pattern. (Inset) Meis1 is not expressed in isolated Fn:E or Fn:M. (Below) A
section through an Fn:E/Fn:M explant confirms expression in epithelium (ep), and exclusion
from the mesenchyme (mes). D.) Lb:E/Lb:M interactions recapitulate in vivo Meis1
expression pattern. (Inset) Meis1 is not expressed in isolated Lb:E; however, some
expression remains in isolated Lb:M. (Below) A section through an Lb:E/Lb:M explant
confirms mesenchymal expression of Meis1. E.) In Fn:E/Lb:M explants Meis1 is excluded
from the Fn:E and seen throughout the mesenchyme. (Below) is a section through an explant
confirms Meis1 exclusion from the Fn:E and expression in the Lb:M. F) Elevated RA
(10−7M) expands Meis1 expression throughout the mesenchyme in Lb:E/Lb:M explants. G)
Elevated RA also expands Meis1 expression in the mesenchyme in Fn:E/Lb:M explants. H)
Elevated RA shifts Meis1 expression to the mesenchyme and eliminates it in the epithelium
in Fn:E/Fn:M explants.
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Figure 8.
ORNs, VRNs and GnRH neurons generated only when lateral precursors are present. A)
Fezf1, detected by in situ hybridization, is expressed in the presumed medial region in Fn:E/
Fn:M explants. B) Fezf1 expression is diminished in Fn:E/Lb:M explants, and appears
limited to the mesenchyme. C) Fezf1 is not expressed in Lb:E/Lb:M explants. D) Fezf2,
detected by in situ hybridization, is expressed in a limited domain in Fn:E/Fn:M explants
that may correspond to the presumptive vomeronasal organ in vivo. E) Fezf2 is expressed
throughout the mesenchyme in Fn:E/Lb:M explants. F)Fezf2 is expressed widely in the
mesenchyme in Lb:E/Lb:M explants. G) Diffuse neuronal differentiation and disorganized
axon growth in heterologously induced Fn:E/Fn:M explant (live image, Ngn1pr:eGFP). H.)
Transgene-labeled neurites form a loose plexus at the M/E interface. I) An isolated neurite
just under the epithelial surface of an Fn:E/Lb:M explant ends in a lamellate growth cone
(inset). J) Individual cells have single neurites (arrows), which extend, in isolation, for
relatively long distances (not shown). K) GnRH neurons are not detected in the neuritic
plexus in Fn:E/Lb:M explants. L) Placodal cells from Fn:E/Lb:M (red) and Fn:E/Fn:M
(black) explants have slow, inward Ca++ currents with similar I/V relationships for
normalized peak Ca++ currents. M) Fn:E/Fn:M explant imaged live showing Ngn1pr:eGFP
labeled cells in the presumed medial OE (box N,O) and labeled processes in a coherent
nerve and migratory mass (box P,Q). N) Ng1pr:eGFP labeled OE neurons have single
apparent dendrites (arrows) oriented lumenally (asterisk) terminating in nascent dendritic
knobs (arrows, inset). They also have single axons that exit the basal epithelium
(arrowheads). O) A subset of Fn:E/Fn:M generated neurons (labeled in this explant for β-
tubulin, green) express TrpC2 (red), the TrpC2 channel that identifies VRNs in vivo. P)
Apparent ORN axons (arrows) and additional Ngn1pr:eGFP labeled cells form a coherent
nerve and “migratory mass” in vitro. Q) GnRH neurons (red) are seen at the terminus of the
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nascent olfactory nerve/migratory mass in vitro (processes labeled for neuron-specific
tubulin, NST;green). R) A single cell among the Ngn1:eGFP labeled population in a
homologous explant filled with cascade blue (red) during physiological recording. (Inset)
Another cascade blue filled cell, imaged live, has a distinct cell body (asterisk), single axon
(arrowheads) and growth cone (gc). S) The cascade blue labeled cell in (R) has a single
apical process (asterisk). T) Transient inward currents in homologously induced cells are
voltage-activated Na+ currents, based on TTX sensitivity. 200 nM TTX diminishes this
current (voltage steps from −80 to −20 mV) 77%, with recovery after washout. U) Current
injection in Fn:E/Fn:M explant cell with large inward currents elicits an action potential.
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Figure 9.
Parallel and divergent mechanisms of M/E induction in the frontonasal mass and limb. The
top three panels show the mesenchymal and epithelial compartments of the frontonasal mass
as they differentiate into the nascent olfactory epithelium (OE). The bottom three panels
show the mesenchymal and epithelial compartments of the forelimb bud. Key distinctions in
the local availability of RA (purple), which is in register with uniquely Pax7 expressing
mesenchyme in the frontonasal mass (gray dots), expression of Meis1 (red), graded Sox2
expression, local Fezf1 and Fezf2 expression (yellow and orange dots), and ORN (black),
VRN (teal), and GnRH (maroon) neuron differentiation between E9 and E11.5 are shown.
Arrows and lines indicate signaling interactions established by our experiments. With the
exception of Pax7 Fezf1, several factors found in the frontonasal mass are also expressed in
the limb bud; however, as shown, their compartmental distribution is distinct.
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